Minimal exon sequence requirements for efficient in vitro splicing of mono-intronic nuclear pre-mRNA.
Measurements of the in vitro splicing efficiency of deletion mutant RNA precursors containing the small intron of the rabbit beta-globin gene, which are truncated in the first or in the second exon, revealed that no more than approximately 20 nucleotides of either exon are necessary for efficient splicing. At least for the second exon, this minimal length requirement is globin sequence-independent. Reduction of the exon-2 length to 14 nucleotides resulted in very inefficient splicing, whereas further reduction to 5 nucleotides apparently abolished the second splicing step (3' cutting and ligation), whereas the first step (5' cutting and branching) still occurred. The splicing efficiency of a double-mutant substrate retaining approximately 20 nucleotides of each exon was reduced to 50%. A kinetic study indicated that in the reaction of this double-mutant substrate the second, but not the first, splicing step was delayed, in contrast to the reaction of the wild-type precursor. Duplication or triplication of the entire sequence of exon-1 did not affect the splicing efficiency, whereas elongation of this exon with approximately 100 nucleotides of 5'-flanking (nontranscribed) beta-globin sequence diminished the level of correct splicing with the simultaneous appearance of aberrant lariat forms. We conclude that for mono-intronic precursors in which there is only one choice of splice sites, most of the exon sequences are not mechanistically involved in the splicing process.